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to ai whom it may concern 
Beit known that we, ALEXANDER. E. ESEITH, residing at Hinsdale, county of Dul 

page, and State of Illihois, and JoHN ERICK 
is son and CHARLEs J. ERICKSON, both residing . 

in Chicago, county of Cook, and State of 
Illinois, all citizens of the United States, 
have invented a new and useful Improve 
ment in Automatic Telephone-Exchanges, of 
which the following is a specification. 
Our invention relates to means for en 

bling the different subscribers of an elec 
trical exchange to call each other by mech: 
inism, preferably automatic, at the central 
exchange, such as is shown in our prior l’at 
ent No. 1,151,541, dated August 24, 1915, of 
which this is a divisional application. 
The main object of our invention is to pro 

vide a mechanism by means of which cir 
cuits may be formed and over which elec trical impulses may be sent intermittently 
and alternately, or simultaneously. 
With this and other objects in view our 

invention consists in the improved construc 
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tion and novel arrangement of parts of an 
exchange and the calling apparatus therefor, 
as will be hereinafter more fully set forth. In the accompanying drawings in which 
the same reference numerals indieate corre 
sponding parts in each of the views in which 
they occur: 

Figure 1 is a view of an exchangembody 
ing our invention, the calling device being 
shown in front elevation and the paits of the 
central exchange necessary to show its opera 
tion and also its connection with the calling 
device being shown diagramatically. 

Fig. 2 is a side elevation of the calling de vice. 
Fig. 3 is a transverse vertical sectional 

view of the same. . - 
In the form of calling device which we 

have shown for carrying out our invention, 
1 indicates an actuator such as the ordinary 
finger disk, and 2 indicates a circuit closer 
which is in the form of a segment having 
fingers or projections 3 around its periphery, 

50 
there being one more projection than there 
are fingerhoids in the actuator. The actu 
ator, circuit closer, a stop arm 4, and also a 
circuit changer 5 are rigidly secured to a 
shift 6 which is journaled in a suitable frame 
7 but insulated therefrom. 
The fingers or projections 3 are inclined 

and are adapted to engage with a projection 
8 on a flexible strip or make-and-break ter 
minal 9, and force the free end of the ter 
minal into engagement with a contact or ter 
minal 10 when the segment 2 is being re 
turned to its normal position, as by a suit 
able spring 11, but will move it in the oppo 
site direction or away from the terminal 10, 
when the segment is being moved out of its 
normal position by the movement of the ac 
tuator in making a call. 
The contact 10 is insulated from the frame 

7 but is electrically connected by wire 12 
with one of a group of three terminals, 13, 
14 and 15, which are insulatingly secured to 
the frame. The other ends of these terminals 
are normally separated but are adapted to 
be forced into contact by a projection 16 on 
the telephone receiver hook 17 which engages 
with a projection 18 on one side of one of the 
terminals, as 13, when the hook is forced. 
downward by the weight of the receiver 
after the call has been completed. The hook 
is also provided with a projection 19 which 
is adapted to separate the terminals of the 
talking and ringing circuits as shown at 20 
when the hook is depressed. As said circuits 
form no part of this invention they are not 
shown otherwise than by said terminals. 
The calling device is connected with the 

central life by means of two wires 21 
and 22, each of which is bifurcated or pro 
vided with two terminals at the calling end. 
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Two of said bifurcations are connected re 
spectively with terminals 23 and 24 which 

/ are so located as to be engaged by the cir-90 
cuit changer 5, and the other bifurcations 
are connected respectively with the terminals 
13 and 14. A wire 25 is connected at one end 
with the fixed end of terminal 9 and at the 
other end with a terminal 26 which is in con 
stant contact with the circuit changer 5, the 
terminals 23 and 24 being so arranged as to 
be in alternate contact with the changer as 
by making the changer of two diameters and 
locating the terminals on diametrically op 
posite sides thereof. A flexible terminal 27 
is insulatingly secured to the frame 7 with 
its free end in position to be moved into or 
out of engagement with an arm or contact 
point 52 and having its opposite end 
grounded, as by wire 28. 
A shouldered lock-plate or arm 29 is piv 

otally secured to the frame in position to 
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engage with the stop arm 4 and hold the ac 
tuator 1 against movement until after a pro 
jection 30 on the hook 17 engages with and 
partly lifts the plate up when the hook is 
in oved upward after the receiver has been 
removed to make a call. The plate also en 
gages with an insulating button 32 on the 
end of the terial 2 and normally holds 
the terminal out of engagement with the 
contact. 2 intil the look is moved upward 
and the act at or has been partially rotated 
to make a call. 
When the hook has raised the plate as far 

as it ca) by means of the projection 30, the 
terminal is still held away from the contact 
52 by means of another button 33 on the ter 
minal which engages with the projection 3-4 
at the end of the plate which was originally 
in contact with the button 32. But as soon 
as the act nator has been given a partial 'ota 
tion to lake a call the stop ar) engages 
with the under edge of the plate 29 and 
forces the plate upward until the nose or 
projection 34 passes above the button 33 and 
permits the terminal 27 to engage with the 
contact 52 and close the circuit to the ground 
through the wire 28. 
The mechanis at the central exchange 

for establishing the electrical connections 
between the interconnecting wires of the dif 
ferent subscribe's may be made of any de 
sired construction. The particular mecha 
nism used by us for changing the circuit 
from wire 21 to wire 22, so that, after the 
switch shaft 31 is moved vertically upward, 
and afterward revolved to the proper place 
it can then be released to the normal posi 
tion, is shown diagrammatically in the lower 
portion of Fig. 1 where 62 indicates the re 
lease imagnet, (53 the armature lever thereof, 
and 64 a stiff spring to hold said armature 
in the normal position. The shaft 31 is pro 
vided with means for contacting the ter'- 
minals of two banks of points, 66 and 67. 

35 is a detent shaft upon which are se 
cured two detents 36 and 37 which engage 
respectively with the teeth of the vertical 
ratchet 3S and the rotary ratchet 39 on the 
switch shaft 31 when the instrument is being 
operated. . A spring 40 holds said detents in . 
yielding engagement with said ratchets. 
A pin 41 projects from detent shaft 35 

and is disposed in the path of movement of 
a bent lever catch-pawl 42, which latter is 
yieldingly held in position by spring 43. 
At 44 is a vertical magnet whose armature, 

is attached to lever 45 to which is pivoted a 
pawl for engaging vertical ratchet 3S in op 
erating shaft 31 step by step vertically. 
Lever 45 projects to within a short dis 

tance of detent shaft 35, so that, when this lever is operated by the vertical magnet 44, 
the outer end of the lever is adapted to 
strike the ill wardly projecting end of release 
pawl 42, and remove the latter from engage 
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ment with the detent shaft pin 41, and per 
mit the detents 36 and 37 to be noved by 
virtue of spring 40, into engagement, respec 
tively, with vertical ratelet 3S and rotary 
ratchet 39 at the proper time. 
When the detent shaft 35 is operated so as 

to remove detents 36 and 37 from engage 
ment with 'atchets 3S and 39, a rod 4 ha V 
ing one end pivotally attached to detent 37 
and the other tipped with insulation, con 
tacts with and moves the switch level' is 
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from connection with wire 49 to connection 
with wire 5 (), or into its normal position), 
therely controlling the connection of the 
wire, 21 with the vertical at, iotary tag 
Jets. - 

In operation. if it is desired to set a still 
scriber's telephone switch at the central ex 
change to 'thinnicate, for it stance, with 
telephone inter 35, first 'cove the tele 

SO 

phone receiver from the look when the lock 
plate or ari 2) at the calling device will be 
moved upward, when stop arm 4, all th: 
shaft (3, and the finger-hole (lisk 1 are free 
t() () \' ('. 

Referring to Fig. 1, the operator low 
places a finger in contact with finger-loll 
No. 3, which is tille (down around in the 
direction indicated by a row E, until the 
finger contacts a stol) at the botto) and is 
withdrawn, when finger-hold disk is re 
leased and by virtue of spiral sprig 11 'a'- 
ried backward, together with shaft (5, and 
connectect segment wheel 2 to the normal po 
sition. 

In this manipulating the finger-hold (disk, 
the first movement downwardly causes the 
stop arm 4 to engage with the locking plate 
or a ril 29 and complete its upward nove 
nent which will periit ('ontact spring or 
terminal 27 to fall into electrical (engage 
inent with a in 52 of the instate( part 53 
which is in electrical coinection with pend 
ant terminal 10. 
Also in the first movement downwarily, 

the insulated circuit changer has been moved 
from the position shown in full lies to the 
position shown in the segmental broken lines 
in Fig. 1, out of contact with switch spring 
or terminal 2-1 and into contact with switch 
spring or terminai 23. 

In the second or back Ward lovenient, on 
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account of segment wheel 2 having one nore 
beveled tooth than there are finge-holds on 
plate 1, as shown in said prior l’at ent No. 
1,151.5-11 dated August 24, 1915, of which 
this is a divisional application, and this ex 
tra tooth being placed angularly ahead, rela 
tively to the arrangement of the finger 
holds, the segment wheel teeth operating 
spring arm 9. cause the latter to separately 
contact endant terminal 10, four times in 
stead of three, when the first three of these 
impulses pass from battery 51 wires 54 and 
55, yeltical magnet 44 wire 50 switch arm 
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48 line wire 21 then to the ealling device, 
spring 23, disk 5, spring 26, wire 25, spring 
arm 9, terminal 10, part 53, arma or contact 
point 52, Spring 27, wire 28 to ground, and 
by electro-magnet 44 operate main switch 
shaft 31 three upward steps. 
But just before the last electrical impulse 

of the four above described, the circuit 
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changer disk 5 has been moved from the 
position in contact with spring 23 to contact 
with spring 24, so that this last impulse 
passes from battery 51 through wire 54, wire 
59, wire 56, auxiliary electro-magnet 57 and 
line wire 22, spring 24, disk 5, spring 26, wire 
25, spring arm 9, pendant terminal 10, part 
53, arm 52, spring 27 and wire 28 to ground, 
causing the auxiliary electro-magnet 57, to 
operate the switch arm 48 so that line wire 
21 is moved out of connection with wire 50 
and into connection with wire 49, which 
leads to the rotary electro-magnet 58. 
Thus far main switch shaft 31 has been 

lifted three steps, and connection established 
with the rotary magnet, which before was 
cut out of circuit. 

If now, the finger-hold disk is moved from 
the fifth hole to the stop, and six impulses 
sent over the line wires, five of these im 
pulses would pass from battery 51 through 
wire 59", electro-magnet 58, wire 49, then the 
moved switch arm 48, wire 21, spring 23, 
disk 5, spring 26, wire 25, spring arm 9, 
pendant arm 10, part 53, arm 52, spring 27 
and, wire 28 to ground and thereby causing 
rotary magnet 58 to revolve shaft 31 five 
steps. 
When the disk 5 changes the circuit from 

line wire 21 to 22 the effect is to simply 
operate the armature of auxiliary magnet 57, 
which would have no effect upon switch 
lever 48 since it would be in the second posi 
tion in connection with wire 49. 
In the manner described the switch shaft 

31 would now have a wiper arm in electrical 
connection with contact point No. 35 of some 
subscriber's line not shown. 

In the operation of release, a subscriber 
hangs the telephone on the hook when arm 
17 descending in the manner hereinbefore 
described, causes the switch springs 18 and 
14 to first contact, and thus connect line 
wires 21 and 22, then they are grounded 
simultaneously by being brought into con 
tact with spring 15, which causes a simul 
taneous current over both main lines 21 and 
22, with the result, that the auxiliary mag 
net is operated to close springs 60 and 61, 
when current passes from battery 51, through 
wires 54 and 59, springs 60 and 61, wire 68, 
release magnet 62, wire 69, to line 21, springs 
13, 14 and 15, wire 12, contact point 10, its 
support 53, contact 52, terminal 27 and wire 

- 28 to ground." As the current passes through 
magnet 62 its armature 63 is attracted which 
permits the hook arm 42, attached thereto, 

to engage with the pin in lever 4i, which 
projects from detent shaft 35, and when the 
circuit is broken by the additional descent of 
telephone lever 17, the strong spring 64 con 
trolling lever armature 63 lifts the latter 70 and withdraws the pawls 36 and 37 to the 
position shown clear of ratchets 38 and 39 
and moves the rod 47 so as to return the 
switch lever when the main switch shaft 3i 
is free to return to its normal or initial posi 
tion by virtue of gravity and the spring 65 
at the lower end portion. - - - - - - - 
. We claim as our invention: . . 

1. The combination of two electric circuits 
extending from a subscriber's calling station 
to the central exchange, a calling device at 
the subscriber's station, said calling device. 
having provisions for changing the circuit 
with which it is connected at eachgperation, 
switching mechanism at the central ex 
change adapted to be connected with said 
circuits, and a single releasing magnet for 
Spring said switching mechanism to nor 
a. 

2. The combination of two electric circuits 
extending from a subscriber's station to a 
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telephone exchange, a calling device at the 
subscriber's station, said device having a 
circuit closer and a circuit changer, and also 
having provisions whereby the circuit 
changer connects the circuit closing device 
with either one or the other of said circuits, 
and switching mechanism at the exchange 
adapted for connection with said circuits. 

3. The combination of two electric cir-. 
cuits, a calling device comprising a circuit 
closer and a circuit changer and having pro 
visions whereby the circuit changer connects 
the circuit closer with first one. and then the 
other of said circuits during operation of 
the calling device, and switching mechanism 
at the telephone exchange adapted to be con 
nected with said circuits. 

4. The combination with a pair of electric 
circuits, of a calling device at a subscriber's 
station, said calling device comprising a 
circuit closer and a circuit changer and hav 
ing provisions whereby the circuit changer 
shifts the connection of the calling device 
from one circuit to the other at the close 
of the operation of the calling device, and 
switching mechanism at a telephone ex 
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change adapted for connection with said 
circuits. 

5. The combination with two electric cir 
cuits, of a calling device at a subscriber's 
station, said calling device comprising a cir 
cuit closer adapted for closing the circuit a 
plurality of times during one operation, and 
a circuit changer adapted to change the cont 
nection of the calling device from one of 
said circuits to another, said circuit changer 
being combined with mechanism whereby it 
shifts the connection of the calling device 
from one circuit to the other during the 
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operation of the circuit closer, whereby cer 
tain current impulses made by the circuit 
closer during one operation pass over one 
circuit and the remainder over the other cir 
cuit, and switching mechanism at a tele 
phone exchange adapted for connection with 
said circuits. 

(5. The combination with two electric'. cir 
(suits, of a calling device having a circuit 
closer adaptect to close the circuit a liral 
ity of times at each operation and also hav 
ing a circuit changer adapted to connect the 
calling device with eiter one or the other 
of said circuits, said 'alling device having 
provisions whereby the circuit ('hanger 
shifts connection fron one ("irc" it to the 
other during the operation of the circuit 
closer so that all but one of the 'irrent in 
pilses caused by the circuit closer pass over 
One line and the last one passes over the 
other line, and switching mechanis1: at a 
telephone exchange (orising two notor 
devices included in separate local circuits 
and an electromagnet combinet with a 
switch for connecting one of sail electric ('i'- 
('tits with one and t the other of saic local 
circuits, sail electronagnet being inclucted 
in said last mentioned line circuit and the 
circuit changer of the calling cle vice being 
adapted to cause the current inlilses to 
pass first over the circuit arranged for ("on 
nection with said local circuits and then over 
the circuit containing said electromagnet. 

7. A cle vice of the character described 
comprising an electric circuit including a 
circuit-closer at the calling station, switch 
ing mechanism comprising a pirality of 
motor devices controlled by the circuit 
closer, means for inserting said notor (le 
vices alternately in the circuit, two devices 
arrange for alternate operation anci ("on 
trolling the said inserting means, and a sin 
gle releasing magnet for restoring said de 
vices to normal. 

S. In a telephone systein, two circt its ex 
tencing to the sibstation, switching mecha 
nism comprising a pirality of motor (le 
vices, a device for automatically inserting 
said notor devices alternately in one circuit, 
said inserting (le vice having controlling 
means included in the other circuit, and hav 
ing an auxiliary controlling device adapted 
for inclision in one circ" it, circuit closing 
mechanism adapted to be thrown into and 
out of operation, and an additional circuit 
closing means adapted for operation inte 
pendent of said circuit closing methanism, 
for closing the circuit in which the auxiliary 
controlling device is included, substantially 
as set forth. 

9. In a teleplone systei, a subscriber's 
line, a calling device there for, notor devices 
for switching mechanism, a circuit in which 
these devices are adapted to be alternately 
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inserted, a circilit-closer in the circuit con 
ti'ollel by said calling device and adapted 
When operated to control the inserted motor 
(levice, a plurality of independent means 
controlling the insertion of said motor de 
vices in their circuit, and mechanism ar 
I'; ingel to actuate one of the controlling 

S. 

(). A device of the character described 
comprising notor devices for switching 
tancella this, a circuit in which these devices 
are adapted to be alternately inserted, a cir 
('tit-close in the circuit and adapted when 
() (late to control the inserted motor 
tle vice, independent electrically actuate 
means controlling the insertion of the motor 
(levices in their circuit, a contact device in 
circuit with one of said controlling means, 
and locking mechanism actuated in unison 
with the contact cle vice for holding the cir 
('tit-closer oit of operation, stillstantially as 
set forth. - 

1 . .\ (levice of the character (lescribed 
('opiising two electric circuits, a circuit 
closer at the calling station, switching mecha 
nisiit ("Olising notor devices alternately 
insertible in one and the same circuit and 
when so inserted adapted to be controlled 
by said circuit-closer, means included in the 
other circuit and controlling the insertion 
of the motor (devices in their circuit, and a 
(ii'ellit-changer at the sub-station for auto 
innatically inserting the not or devices in the 
circuit thereof, substantially as set forth. 

12. A device of the character described, 
('on prising an electric circuit including a cir 
('i it closer at the 'alling station, switching 
lechanisian comprising a plurality of motor 

tle vices ('ontrolled by the circuit-closer, means 
for inserting the motor devices alternatoly 
in the circuit cleices for reversely operat 
ing the inserting leans, and lechanish con 
trolled by the operation of one and arranged 
to control the operation of the other of the 
saic reversely operating devices. sibstan 
tially as set forth. 

13. A device of the 'haracter descriled 
('Oill rising an electric circ’it-closer at the 
('alling station, switching mechanism con 
prising a plurality of otor devices con 
trolled by the tire it - closer, means for in 
Serting the notor devices alternately in the 
circuit, devices for reversely operating the 
inserting means, means adapted to act late 
one of said 'eye'sely operating devices, 
and mechanism controlled by the other 
of Sail reversely operating devices, an ar 
ranged to insert sail first-mannect reversely 
operating device in the circuit, substantially 
as stated. 

lit. A device of the character (described 
comprising two electric circuits, a cir’it 
closer at the 'alling station, switching niecha 
lism at the exchange comprising a plurality 
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of motor devices controlled thereby and in 
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sertible in one circuit, and inserting means, devices for reversely operating said inserting 
means, one of said reversely operating de 
vices being included in each circuit, one of 
said devices consisting of a single magnet 
for restoring both of said devices to normal. 

15. In a telephone system, two electric cir 
cuits extending to the substation, a circuit 
closer at the calling station, and switching 
mechanism comprising a plurality of motor 
devices controlled thereby and insertible in 
one circuit, an inserting means, a device for 

15 
operating the inserting means in one direc 
tion and included in the other circuit, and a device insertible in the first named circuit 
for operating the said inserting means in the 
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other direction, substantially as stated. 
16. In a telephone system, two electric cir 

cuits extending to the substation, a circuit 
closer at the calling station, and switching 
mechanism comprising a plurality of motor 
devices controlled thereby and insertible in 
one circuit, and inserting means, devices for reversely operating the inserting means, one. 
of said reversely operating devices being in 
cluded in the other circuit and the other de 
vice being insertible in the first named cir 
cuit, and mechanism controlled by the in 
cluded device, and controlling the inserting 
of the insertible device in the first named cur 
cuit, substantially as set forth. - 

17. A device of the character described 
comprising circuit closing means at the call 
ing station, switching mechanism comprising 
motor devices and means for alternately in 
serting said motor devices in circuit with said circuit-closing means, automatic mecha 
nism at the calling station for controlling 
the insertion of said motor devices in circuit 
with the circuit-closing means, and a release 
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mechanism for returning the motor devices 
to their initial positions, substantially as set 
forth. - ". 

18. A device of the character described 
comprising an electric circuit including a 
circuit-closer at the calling station, alter 
nately operating motor devices for switching 
mechanism insertible in the circuit, another 
circuit including means for controlling the 
insertion of said motor devices in their cir 
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cuit, means included in the first named cir 
cuit for removing the inserted motor device 
therefrom, and contact means for closing 
said circuits, substantially as set forth. 

19. A device of the character described 
comprising an electric circuit including a 

80 

-circuit-closer at the calling station, alter 
nately operating motor devices insertible in 
the circuit, another circuit including means 
for controlling the insertion of said motor 
devices in their circuit, means for removing 
the inserted motor device therefrom, cort tict means for closing said circuits, and 

means for holding the circuit-closer out of 
operation, when the contact means is actu 
ated, substantially as set forth. 

20. In a telephone system, two electric cir 
cuits extending to the substation, motor de-- 
vices controlled thereby, a switch for the 
motor devices in one of said circuits, a mag 
net in the other, release mechanism adapted 
to be controlled by said magnet, means for 
actuating said switch in one direction auto 
matically, and manually operated means for 

t 

75 
closing the circuit to actuate the release 
mechanism, substantially as set forth. 

21. In a telephone system, two electric cir 
cuits extending to the substation, motor de- . 
vices controlled thereby, a switch for said 
motor devices in one of said circuits and 
release mechanism adapted to be controlled 
by the other, a magnet for controlling the 
movement of the switch in each direction, 
one of said magnets also controlling the re 
lease mechanism, substantially as set forth. 

22. In a telephone system, two electric cir 
cuits extending to the substation, switching 
mechanism controlled thereby, a switch in 
One of Said circuits and release mechanism 
adapted to be controlled by the other, a mag 
net for controlling said release mechanism, 
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and means for moving said switch in one. 
direction and simultaneously therewith pass 
ing a current through said magnet, substan 
tially as set forth. 

28. In a telephone system, two electric air 
cuits extending to the substation, switchin 

95 

mechanism controlled thereby, a side switch mechanism and release mechanism, a magnet 
for controlling each of said mechanisms, and 
means for passing a current through the re 
lease magnet only when the side switch mag 
net is energized, substantially as set forth. 

24. In a telephone system, two electric cir 
cuits extending to the substation, switching 
mechanism controlled thereby, a switch and 
release mechanism, a magnet for controlling 
said Switch and release mechanism, an angi lar lever adapted to simultaneously o 
the switch and close a circuit E. t 
lease magnet, and another magnet for oper 
ating said lever, substantially as set fort 
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25. In a telephone system, two electric cir 
cuits extending to the substation, switching 
mechanisfn at the central office controlle 
thereby, a magnet in each circuit, a switch, 
means controlled by one magnet for moving 
said switch in one direction, and means con 
trolled by the other magnet for moving it 
in the other direction, said last magnet alone 
controlling the release of said mechanism, 
substantially as set forth. 

26. In a telephone system, two electric cir 
cuits extending to the substation, switching 
mechanism controlled thereby, a E. in 
each circuit, a switch and release mchanism, 
a lever for each magnet, one of which is 
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adapted to move the switch in one direction 
and the other one is adapted to control the 
release, and means connected with the re 
lease for moving the switch in the opposite 
direction, substantially as set forth. 

27. A device of the character described 
comprising two electric circuits, switching 
mechanism controlled thereby, a magnet in 
each circuit, a switch lever, released mecha 
nism including a spring-pressed ratchet shaft 
for engaging with the switching mechanism, 
a lever connected with the armature of each 
magnet, one of which moves the switch lever 
in one direction and the other one controls 
the shaft, and a rod connected with the shaft 
for moving the switch lever in the opposite 
direction, substantially as set forth. 

28. A device of the character descriled 
comprising two electric circuits, swil hing 
mechanism controlled thereby, a magnet in 
each circuit, a switch lever, release mecha 
nism inciding a spring-pressed ratchet shaft 
for engaging with the switching mechanism, 
a pin on said shaft, a lever connected with 
the armature of each magnet, one of which 
moves the switch lever in one direction, a 
catch paw connected with the other lever 
for engaging, with said pin, means for dist 
engaging said lever from the pin. and a rod 
connected with the shaft for moving the 
switch lever in the opposite direction, stib 
stantially as set forth. 

29. In a telephone system, two electric cir 
et its extending to the substation, each of 
which is provided with a magnet and one of 
them with two terminals, switching mecha 
hism) controlled by sail circuits, a switch 
lever, release ine?hanism, means connected 
there with for moving said lever in one di 
rection, means for moving said lever in the 
opposite direction, and a single release mag 
net for controlling the release of said mech 
anism, substantially as set forth. 

30. In a telephone systein, two electric cir 
cits extending to the sit}}station, notor de 
vices controlled thereby, a switch controllect 
over one of said circuits and a magnet in the 
other, release mechanisi) a laptect to be ("on 
trolled by sail magnet, and nea is inclitol 
ing said magnet for similtaneoi isly operat 
ing said switch anot release ine('ha isi, stib 
stantially as set forth. 

3i. In a telephone systein, lines liviolet 
into groups, a switch including a contact ai'i 
having vertical notion to select groups and 
rotary IIIotion it: ; plane at right angles 
theret () to connect with a line in the prede 
teriniined group, a magnet for cuising the. 
vertical notion, a magnet, foi' ('aising the 

otion, a circuit controller. at 
ineans operated over the line to stic'('essively 
bring said inagnets inder the control of said 
circuit controller, it'll ling an ari (latect 
by one novement to open circuit through the 
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first magnet and close circuit through the 
Second magnet. 

32. In a telephone system, lines divided 
into groups, a switch including a contact 
arm having vertical motion to select groups 
and rotary motion in a plane at right angles 
thereto to connect with a line in the prede 
termined group, a side switch successively 
controlling the circuits of the operating mag 
nets thereof. . 

33. In a telephone system, lines divided 
into groups, a switch including a contact 
arm having vertical notion to select groups 
and rotary motion in a plane at right angles 
thereto to connect with a line in the prede 
termined grotip, a switch wiper, a plurality 
of controlling magnets adapted to be stic 
cessively brought into circuit with said 
wipe', and means including a magnet for 
controlling said wiper. 

34. In a telephone system, lines divided 
into groups, a switch including a contact. 
arm having vertical motion to select groups 
and rotary motion in a plane at right angles 
thereto to connect with a line in the precle 
termined group, a pair of operating magnets, 
a relay mechanisi), a circuit controller. 
leans operated by said relay mechanism to 
first open circuit through one magnet and to 
thereafter close circuit throtigh the other, to 
remove one lagnet from the control of saic 
circuit controller, and a lic circuit for con 
trolling said relay mechanisin. 

35. In a telephone system, lines divided 
into groups, an at tonatic: switch including 
a contact arm having one notion to select 
groups, and then another notion in a plane 
at right-angles to the first notion to find a 
line in the selected group, an electromagnet 
controlling the actuation of said switch, a 
line over which the said agnet is con 
trolled, another magnet controlled over the 
sale line for disconnecting the first magnet 
there fron, and a single release magnet for 
controlling the release of said switch. 

36. In a telephone system, a circuit, an 
a tomatic switch, a coni rolling in lagnet 
there for included in saic circuit, and an elec 
tromagnet, automatically controllect over. 
said circt it to disconnect the refroin the 
controlling magnet of said automatic switch, 
and a single release magnet for releasing 
the switch after it has operated. 

37. In a telephone systein, an atonatic 
switch having a line wiper, a magnet, for 
moving sail wiper in one plane, a second 
agnet or loving said wiper in a second 

plane, a step-by-step switching device for 
shifting connection from said first magnet 
to saic second magnet, and a single release 
magnet for controlling the release of said 
st (ep-by-step switching device and said all 
ionatic switch. 

38. In a telephone systein, an attornatic 
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switch having a line wiper, a magnet for 
moving said wiper in one plane, a second 
magnet for moving said wiper in a second 
plane, a step-by-step switching device for 
shifting connection from said first magnet 
to said second magnet, a single release mag 
net for controlling the release of said step 
by-step switching device and said auto 
matic switch, and a switching magnet for 
controlling said step-by-step switching de 
vice, said switching magnet having under its 
control a one step switch for controlling the 
circuit of said release magnet. 

39. In a telephone system, a subscriber's 
station and a line therefor, a calling device 
at the station adapted at each operation 
thereof to transmit automatically a series 
of implises over one side of the line fol 
lowed by a final impulse over the other side 
of the line, a switching mechanism control 
lable over the said line and having primary 
and secondary operating magnets responsive 
to successive series of impulses, and switch 
ing means responsive to said final impulses 
to shift the control from one magnet to the 
other. • 

40. In a telephone systein, a subscriber's 
line, a switching mechanism having primary 
and secondary operating movements and 
controllable over said line, a calling device 
at the station on said line adapted upon suc 
cessive operations thereof to transmit suc 

t 

cessive series of impulses over the line to 
control the movements of said switching 
mechanism, and a circuit controller in said : 
switching mechanism responsive to the last 
impulse of a series to cause the “change 
over from one movement to the other. 

41. in a telephone system, a subscriber's 
line, a calling device at the station on said 
line comprising a pair of coöperating con 
tact members, subscriber controlled means 
adapted at each operation to cause said con 
tact members to make and break contact 
with each other a plurality of times to pro 
duce current changes in the said line, an au 
tomatic switch at the exchange, and a plu 
rality of operating magnets and an electro 
magnetic circuit changer in said switch all 
adapted to be controlled by said contact 
members, the said circuit changer being ef 
fective to shift the control of said contact 
members from one of said magnets to the other. 
in testinuony whereof we have signed our 

names to this specification in the presence 
of two subscribing witnesses. 

AEXANER E. KETH. 
()HN ERCKSON. 
CHARES ... ERICKSON. 

Witnesses: 
W. S. Boyd, 
W. LEE CANIPBEI.L. 
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